
Country Flowers 

           

Card Stock:    Ink:     Supplies/Accessories: 
Night of Navy - 11” x 4-1/4”   Night of Navy Stampin’ Pad   Country Flowers Dies 
Gray Granite – 5-1/4” x 4” (Cut 2)  Basic Gray Stampin’ Pad   Unbounded Love Dies 
Country Woods DSP – 5-1/8” x 3-7/8”  Tuxedo Black Memento Pad   Petal Pink & White ¼” Diagonal Trim Pack 
Basic White – 5-1/8’ x 3-7/8” (Inside)  Blender Pens:    Opal Rounds Assortment 
Country Woods DSP – 3-7/8” x ¾” (Inside)     Light & Dark Boho Blue   Stampin’ Dimensionals  
Night of Navy – 2-5/8” x 2-5/8” (Cut 2)      Light & Dark Fresh Freesia  Mini Glue Dots  
Countryside Inn DSP – 1-1/4” x 1-1/4”      Light & Dark Summer Splash  Scotch Tape  
         (Cut 4 of 2 patterns)       Dark Daffodil Delight   Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine   
Basic White Scraps    Water Painter  
Basic White Scrap or Watercolor Paper          
Night of Navy Scraps     
 
Stamp Sets:      
Country Flowers 
Unbounded Love 
       
       
       
       

Instructions: 
1. Score and fold Night of Navy 11” x 4-1/4” at 5-1/2”. 
2.  Attach  two Gray Granite 5-1/4” x 4” card stock pieces one to card front and one inside of card. 
3.  Attach Country Woods 5-1/8” x 3-7/8” DSP to card front. 
4.  Attach the two Night of Navy 2-5/8” x 2-5/8” card stock pieces to form an 8 sided “star” as shown above. 
5.  Attach one of the Country Woods 1-1/4” x 1-1/4” DSP pieces to a corner on your “star” from step 4.  Only place a little glue in the 
upper left side for this piece ensuring you leave a little Night of Navy showing.  Next, attach the remainder of the squares using glue over 
the whole square and attach to the “star” rotating to the right of your first square ensuring a little of the Night of Navy on each is 
showing.  Once you get to the last square, gently pull up the first square to place the last square underneath.  Then finish attaching the 
first piece by adding some glue underneath.  Your pinwheel is complete.  Attach to card front using dimensionals. 
6.  Stamp the bucket from the Country Flowers stamp set using the Memento stamp pad.  Color in using the Basic Gray stamp pad and 
the Water Painter by stamping the pad onto a clear acrylic block.  Then stamp the verse from the same stamp set using the Basic Gray 
stamp pad.  Using the coordinating die from the Country Flowers Dies set and Stampin Cut & Emboss Machine punch out the bucket.  
Using dimensionals attach bucket just under the pinwheel to the right of the card.  Next, stamp flowers of choice from this stamp set 
onto a Basic White scrap using the Memento stamp pad.  Color in using the above listed Blenders Pens or colors of your choice.  Using 
the coordinating die from the Country Flowers Dies set, cut out the flowers.  Attach over the bucket and onto the pinwheel using liquid 
glue.  Tie a bow from the white ¼” Diagonal ribbon and attach under the flowers using mini glue dots. 
7.  Using the small scallop rectangle die from the Unbounded Love Dies, punch out a Night of Navy scrap.  Then stamp the hello from the 
Unbounded Love stamp set using Night of Navy stamp pad onto a Basic White scrap.  Punch out using the small rectangle die from the 
same dies set.  Attach to the Night of Navy.  Then attach to card front using dimensionals. 
8.  Randomly attach Opal Rounds to card front. 
9.  Attach the Basic White 5-1/8” x 3-7/8” card stock to the Basic Gray on inside of card.  Then attach the Countryside Inn 3-7/8” x ¾” 
DSP to the bottom of the Basic White.  You are now done!! 


